1980 honda ct70 parts

Seat Setting Rubber "B". This is one of the Rubber Settings Under the Seat. Replace those old
worn Rubbers with a brand new one! Magnetic Oil Drain Plug 12mm Diameter 1. Air Screw
Needle O-Ring. Note: sold each, order the quantity you require. Cam Chain 25H x 82 D. Makes
for super easy brake adjustments due to the choice of a knurled outside knob and a hex nut
feature all in one. High quality CNC machined part, made in the U. High quality chrome switch
designed to clean up the appearance of your bike while allowing the use of a switch. Includes a
contoured washer which allows for installations on round surfaces such as handlebars or
frames. Switch Size 14mm x 12mm with 2X 20" wires. Satin Black Die-Cast aluminum housing
with a nylon throttle tube. Opens carbs up to 38mm. Allen key included for assembly. Pull cable
thread size is M10 x 1. Throttle is 6" total in length. Warms up when the engine is running. Easy
to use relay protected sealed controls. Rubber resistant to low temperatures and resists
cracking. Easy install with no gluing needed. Notice: During this worldwide fight against COVID
we continue shipping orders daily with a limited workforce performing daily workplace
sanitization to prevent the spread of this disease. Thank you for your support during this time
and we hope you and your family stay safe. Login or Create an Account. Refine Search Results.
Float Needle Honda CT70 Cam Chain Honda CT70 Universal Glas-Pak Insert Tire Valve Stem
Tire Valve Stem Caps Tire Fill Valve Rivet Link Clip Link Cam Chain Rivet Link Heated Grips
Classic Coke Bottle Grips Grips Amal Barrel Style Grips The names Honda, Yamaha, Kawasaki,
Suzuki and any other trade names or symbols belonging to each respective corporation are
stated for reference purposes only. The products on this site are after market not OEM
replacement parts and accessories only. We have no relationship to the listed companies. AFT
Intake Gasket. The Honda CT70 is a 20th Century classic. The bike debuted in Japan as a mini
motorcycle for children in the early 's. Dax is short for Dachshund, which in the case of this
bike, it's a reference to the shape of the Dax bike looking similar to the sausage dog, in
particular, the long and bench-like style seat on the Honda ST series. It wasn't until that Honda
would export the bike to the US and Canada as the CT "70" series, however, they quickly
became known as the Trail 70 Honda series, mostly because of their off-road handling. That and
the fact that not all states class these as road legal. Some do, but not all. They're almost always
sold as "Trail 70" bikes. The CT in the series name stands for Cub Trail, a reference that it was
designed for kids to ride, but given the sturdy build and easily handling, adults have and still do
have a great time on these easy riders. Since the original release, the most common was the
automatic transmission. Only a couple of models were released with a manual clutch and those
were the release of the CT70H and the later model in , the CT70H Following that, every other
model uses a 3-speed automatic clutch due to its popularity with kids and their parents. The
releases continued nearly every year up until Honda stopped production in None quite match
the bespoke feel of riding an authentic classic of the t-bone frame made with pressed-steel,
equipped with fatter than average tires, foldable handle bars, and foldable footpegs making it an
ideal off-road trail bike as it can be folded down and tossed in a car trunk to ride on trails
anywhere. No trailer needed. The build was sturdy and would take to any trail, hence the
nickname - mini trail bike, rather than the intended Cub Trail. Adults wanted in on the action too!
In modern bikes, the same style of riding is seen in the Honda Z series, most notably, the
street-legal Honda Z50 although that has a 49cc engine. CT70 bikes have a 72cc engine. The
materials used on the Honda 70 trail bike were extremely lightweight. Even super soaked, the
wet weight of a CT70 classic would still be under lbs. There's no doubt, for its time, the CT
series, or as it's better known, the Honda Trail 70 series is one of the best mini trail bikes and
remains a classic today. The Honda CT70 was available in a range of colors up until The last
vintage Honda CT70 was the bright yellow model with the serial number: CT70 , and that was
released in Prior to that was the '78 release of the CT70 , which is the all-black frame. The CT
was the release which is the bright orange Honda mini trail bike. The release model number: CT
was in Tahitian Red and it remained that color on every release after that. What's not clear is
whether the subsequent releases from were actually made by Honda or if they were licensed to
another manufacturer in the USA and Canada, rather than be made in Japan then shipped.
Honda's production numbers only include the models sold with the serial number starting with
CT. Given the sturdiness of the t-tube frame, there aren't many parts that continually need
replacing. Probably the most common repair is switching out the spark plug. The tell-tale sign
for when this needs doing is when you try to turn the key in the ignition switch and the engine
won't fire up. Given the age of the CT70 mini trail bikes, rust can be an issue on the frames, in
particular the fuel tank. One of the most common questions for mechanics fixing up a Honda
CT70 is whether to repair or replace the tank. Replacement tanks are still made by Honda in the
US and in Canada, and there's also various brands that make similar tanks compatible with
Honda CT70 bikes. Some are plastic, others are metal. If you're using a non-branded tank that's
compatible with the CT70, the Z50 fuel cap is compatible, as is the fuel cap for the ATC One

thing's that is for sure is that a well looked after CT70 will last years, probably decades.
Assuming you replace like-for-like, as in stick with metal parts and away from cheaper plastic
replacement parts, you'll get plenty of fun riding on a Honda trail bike, whichever year it was
made. Whether you're refurbishing a CT70 or replacing worn-out parts, you'll find what you
need at TBParts. Remember me Log in. Lost your password? Subscribe to our newsletter.
Showing 1â€”48 of results Alphabetical Sort by popularity Sort by average rating Sort by latest
Sort by price: low to high Sort by price: high to low. CT70 Electrical 40 Products. CT70 Engine
Products. CT70 Frame 55 Products. CT70 Other 2 Products. Quick View. Procedure for Placing
an Order. Please help us eliminate mistakes and have all of the above information before
placing your order. International Orders Canadian orders are not considered International : Due
to the high level of fraud we no longer accept credit cards from over-seas customers. Your
order will need to paid for via Pay-Pal to confirmed address only of bank transfer, this is
mandatory for all new customers. It will be the responsibility of the purchasing adult as to the
disposition of all products purchased from CHP will adhere to the guidelines of H. All of the
parts sold by CHP should be installed and maintained by a qualified mechanic. CHP accepts no
responsibility for the installation, maintenance and or operation of these products. Motorcycles
can cause physical injury and death, CHP accepts no liability for these occurrences. Click on
the Order Form button for a printable form. CHP Brandon Dr. Suite Tyler, Texas , fax Item
Number. Thumb Nail Photos Click on Thumb nails to enlarge. We try our best to keep all of the
prices listed correct but there are occasions that prices listed on the web might not reflect
current prices, Please verify at the time of your order. These are not bars manufactured for
another Chinese bike, like others sell, and adapted to fit your CT Our bars have all of the correct
holes, slots and perch mounts in the correct location. The locking ring on the bar is correct with
the correct tapper for the proper fit, unlike the other cheap copies out there that do not seat
properly in the triple clamp. Injection molded high impact plastic carrier with adjustable clamp
to enable securing to a variety of different size diameter tubes or bars. Beverage carrier RED
Bracket for beverage container. Very nice heavy duty construction with rubber protection on
clamp as to not mar your chrome plating on your bar set. Mirror, After-market mirror with 8mm
threaded mount. Black Plastic Lever set. Injection molded plastic lever set re-manufactured to
exacting detail to the original Honda levers. Precision molded with high impact polymer for long
life and high abrasion resistance. These are manufactured from our won tooling and they are
not a cheap knock off Chinese lever set. Lever bolt. Brake cable holder and adjuster nut,
Non-OE alternative. Throttle Hinge. Throttle Holder. Throttle Stopper. Throttle Screw. Handlebar
Grommet. Non-OE, new out of our own tooling, higher gloss and smoother surface finish than
Honda of the highest quality and less expensive than Honda. CHP Motorsports. Molded White
rubber grip set. These grips are molded out of vintage tooling that we located more than a year
ago and we have spent a great deal of money re-furbishing the tooling. These vintage grips
were manufactured in Italy in the 70's and come with complete instructions for installing as well
as a vial of vintage glue for securing the grips to your bars. We make no guarantees about the
vintage glue but it came in the grip set that we purchased so we are forwarding it to you. Knob,
handlebar holder. Knob Set, Handle Bar, Billet. Add that custom look to your CT Billet
Aluminum Knobs with machined and counter sunk steal threaded anchor bolt. Simply unscrew
your stock knobs and screw these on. Steering Cap Nut. Washer, Steering head, Zinc finish.
Nut, Steering head top nut, billet aluminum. Replacement nut for the steel and plastic OE
design. One solid piece design, nut and shield. No modifications needed to install this item,
same height and threads as the OE design. Adds a more dressed up look to your bike. Nut,
Steering head top nut. Nut, Steering cap, upper with molded dust shield incorporated into
design. Steering Bearings , loose Ball bearings, 42 in the set. Steering Bearing kit. Kit includes
all four hardened steel steering bearing races as well as a full set of 42 loose high precision
steel ball bearings. This kit is all you need to completely re-build your steering bearing stock
assy. Remove the loose ball bearing set up in your stock frame and install this upgrade to your
steering. Amazing improvement in feel and control, steers like a real motorcycle with no more
slack and wobble in your front end. Nut, Handle bar holder. Cable, Front Brake, Gray with brake
switch. We have re-manufactured this front brake cable to bring you the highest quality cable
period correct to your bike. Great for your restoration or simple replacing that worn out cable.
This cable is a little longer than the version for the KO for the new front fork assembly. Throttle
Cable, grey. This cable is needed when you have a top carb cap as shown in picture below. All
of the wear shields, lengths and end couplings are correct for your point restoration or simply
your desire to put the bike back period correct. Why buy a black cable when you have the
correct cable for the same price. We reproduced the speedo cables in the correct color and
configuration for your CT70 K1 and HK1 models as well as all of the models up to This is the
same cable as item C but has back sheathing. The current Honda clutch cable is not correct for

the H models produced in - Kit includes the throttle cable, front brake cable, speed-o cable and
the rear brake cable, all in grey to complete your restoration project. Bundled together to save
you money and make your proper selection easier. Kit includes the throttle cable, front brake
cable, speed-o cable and clutch cable, all in grey to complete your restoration project. Kit
includes the throttle cable, front brake cable, speed-o cable and rear brake cable, all in grey to
complete your restoration project. Adjustable nut on one end of the 90 deg chrome plated steel
sleeve and other end threaded with jam nut for attaching to throttle assy. Spring, Honda brake
shoe spring. Honda brake spring for your brake show set. It take 2 springs for each set or
wheel. If you need springs with your brake shoes, add 2 springs to our aftermarket brake shoe
set and you are still more cost effective than the Honda brake shoes with springs. Honda Brake
shoes and springs. Brake Adjustment Nut. High quality, actually nice construction than the
Honda OEM item 4 but the hex head is a little larger than the Honda. Honda is a 10mm head and
this one is 12mm, not noticeable unless we told you. Brake Barrel, Joint. CHP Motorsports
version of the Honda. Same material and same high quality and dimensions, just less
expensive. Brake Adjustment Spring. Spring , Brake arm return. New Rear Brake arm return
spring, cad plated, high strength spring steel, exact reproduction of the original discontinued
spring. Arm, Rear Brake, actuator for rear brake cable for Automatic models. KO - Spacer, Rear
Brake. Out of new tooling, and manufactured correctly with all of the correct details of the OEM
unit. Exacting detail on the brake pedal pad to insure no slippage between your shoe and pedal.
You can not re-chrome your used pedal for the cost of this new piece. Satisfaction guaranteed.
CT70 Pedal. Please look at item CK, where this item is included in the kit. CT70 Arm. Rear Brake
pedal arm, new from new tooling. Triple plate chrome, heavy gauge construction. Mates to the
rear brake pedal to actuate the rear brake as well as anchor location for the rear brake switch.
Brake Arm , Rear. CT70 Brake arm, LONG, and brake barrel as well as securing bolt, nut and
washer. Non-OE version of item C Complete kit to rebuild your rear bake rod assy. Nice heavy
duty construction with all new hardware and plating, Rod, Spring, Washer and Brake adjuster
nut. Spring for rear brake rod adj. Nut , Brake Arm. Strut, Anti-Rotation, rear wheel, CT Braces
from frame to rear brake hub to insure that the brake drum does not rotate. Bolt, 8mm x mm,
Non-OE. Replacement bolt for your lower motor mount bolt. Note the flange incorporated into
the head design, unlike the OE bolt. Screw set for engine case, all the screws for the left and
right case covers. These screws are "Honda Head" phillips head screws. Screw set, "Honda
Head" screws. Screw set, Center Case, "Honda Head" screws. Screw set for Flywheel cover,
"Honda Head" screws, 6x20mm 1 , 6x28mm 1 , 6x35mm 1. Complete Engine Fastener Kit.
Includes all of the following: 1 Side case screws. ALL "H" Models. This kit has been built
custom for the vintage CT70 with all of the proper gaskets for the old 6-volt CT70 or 70cc
motors. Kit contains all of the o-rings needed for the rebuild less the valve seal. Gasket, Oil
pump gasket on early version of the Oil pump. No longer available in the complete gasket set
and not available separately until now. Gasket, Exhaust. Sold by the foot. Fuel line kit, contains
1. Fuel line kit. Complete kit to replace your aged fuel line on your CT Clip for fuel line, 9mm.
Clip for fuel line, 11mm. This clip is a little larger than the original clips allowing for a bit more
clearance on the thicker fuel lines of today. Gasket, Float bowl. Precision manufactured of high
tensile reinforced rubber, so that it can be re-used numerous times and impervious to fuel
exposure as well as extrusion resistant. Vastly superior to the OEM cork gasket. Float Assy,
CHP. We guarantee the quality. Main Jet, Slow Idle Jet, 35, Standard. Nut, Adjustment, for carb
cap assy. Cap design allows for about 0. Threaded on ne end and machined for the cable to seat
on the other end. Petcock Packing. Petcock assy. Carb, After-Market assy. This unit has been
reproduced with exacting detail to the OEM unit that has long been discontinued. Completely
new tooling, not something that has been adapted to work on your CT Produced from high
precision tooling to insure the same level of quality as the OEM item, back in the day. All of the
pieces that were originally manufactured from brass are duplicated in exact detail from brass
for this unit as well. All of the pieces from this unit, can interchange with the original carbs. If
you are after a unit that is a plug and play unit for your original carb, you can not rebuild and
restore your original carb unit for the price of this carb. Take a look at the detail in this unit, if
you did not see the CHP logo, you would swear that this is an original Kehien Carb unit. If you
do not have the proper cable length, do not install unit, order and proper throttle cable, C15LG,
and have in stalled by certified mechanic. Screw, Drain , for carb bowl. Comes with the correct
o-ring. O-Ring seal for carburetor to Intake interface. Insure proper seal with a new O-Ring and
eliminate the lean condition and erratic idle. Fuel Bowl. Manufactured to the highest quality with
all of the features of the original OEM Honda item. Replace your corroded and warped bowl with
this new unit. Mount your existing petcock assy and filter and gat back on the road. Spring ,
Return throttle. Replace your old worn out carburetor return spring with this new spring.
Carburetor Slide kit. This is the heart of your carburetor unit and is the first part of your carb to

wear out and cause erratic idle and lean condition.. These items have been discontinued for
more than 20 years from Honda but we re-manufactured these items for our new replacement
carburetor unit and it fits both the CHP carburetor as well as the OEM Honda unit. Included in
the C kit. Over the year, these small caps warp and will not seal of, start fresh with a new cap
and resolve the leak. Manufactured to the original OEM specs, just our C complete carburetor
unit. Tuning Kit, Main Jet 2-pack kit. Comes with a 62 and Has petcock valve on carb just like
original. Petcock is located on opposite side. Please make a note of these items that are located
on the opposite side from the original. We have now included the adjustable cap in this kit
FREE. With adjustable cap, you will need our LONG C15LG version of the throttle cable, you
might already have this cable and if you do you are good to go. The threaded portion of the
adjustable cap can be machined to work with either cable. We are the only company that now
includes this extra value at this price. This adjustable cap allows for making adjustments in
your throttle cable to insure proper operation. If you are not an experienced mechanic, we do
not recommend that you perform any maintenance of this nature on your unit. Carb assy,
Aftermarket. Comes with the petcock on the opposite side from the original carb unit and the
narrow bolt spacing for the - CT Has the adjustable cap for ease of application as well as a
rubber dust seal for the carb cap. Carb, PD22 assy. Left hand petcock assy as well as chock
lever, insure no interference with he exhaust pipe on a typical rear mounted carb position. Kick
Start Shaft. Carb to Air Box Boot. We have made this boot out of our OWN tooling and made
sure that it is correct to the original design that Honda used. The Honda replacement boot, that
we also sell, is not correct but can be used. The Honda boot is to long and must be forced to fit
between the carb and air box thus causing the rubber boot to bend and force the air box and
carb to mis-align. Better product , better price, why purchase Honda? Rubber Air box intake
boot. New out of our own tooling, this injection molded rubber boot for the rear of your air box.
Secures to the rear of the air box with the molded locking seal. This has never been a
replacement part that could be purchased from Honda and you have been forced to purchase a
new air box to obtain this part, well not any longer. This hole is a very small detail but a most
important one that guarantees water will drain out of this boot and not flow into your air box and
destroy your motor. We understand that this is a small detail but with all of the CHP products,
we strive to deliver the highest of quality and most correct parts are the most competitive price.
Please note that this is the rear boot alone, doers not include the inner restrictor that was
gluded to the inside on some of the earlier CT70's. Rubber rebuild kit for your stock air box. The
rear air intake for the air box has never been a part that could be purchased without purchasing
a complete air box, but no longer. Kit also includes the Carb to Air box injection molded boot
with the correct design, unlike the current Honda design. For mor details on each item, please
see listing above. Clamp , Air box to carb. Metal, black with fastening screw. Rubber Boot, Air
Box to Carb. End Cap, Chrome, for airbox. Seal for airbox end caps. Non-OE replacement,
manufactured from our own new tooling. Crisp lines and exact dimensions, not off of a Chinese
copy bike. These seals were originally glued to the inside of both chrome end caps, item C Click
the exploded view that we have provided to see the exact location of these seals. If you buy a
new air box , the newer version of the air box will have some seals glued on both and of the box
and will not need these seals for the end caps. If you are using your old stock original air box, a
good seal is essential and these seal are needed in good order. A new air box is shown below
with the newer seals in place. Air box. Air cleaner assy, complete. Heat Stop, for intake. Gasket,
between the intake head. Gasket, between Intake and Heat stop. Chain, Drive. Counter Sprocket,
15 tooth. Fasteners might be allen head bolts or hex head bolts, depending on inventory.
Counter Sprocket Locking Plate Kit. Clip, Retainning, for rear sprocket. Rear Sprocket, 36 tooth,
steel. Has square studs attaching drive tabs to sprocket. Receives our "B" Quality rating
because of the square tabs. Dampers for Rear Sprocket. Dust Cover, Rear Sprocket. CT70
Ignition Coil. We made a very large purchase of these ignition coils in a large warehouse find.
Honda quality at after-market prices. Spark Plug, NGK. Specifically designed for performance
motors, hotter spark, longer life and virtually eliminates fouled plugs. These plug are designed
to last for more than 50, miles in conventional application. The smaller electrode design ensures
the hotter spark per square inch of surface area and will not be suppressed under higher
combustion pressures associated with high performance motors. This is the the cheapest
insurance to steady performance that you will ever find. Stator Assembly Kit reproduction- This
kit is as close to the original Honda as you can get.. This kit comes with all of the needed
components for a complete rebuild and tune up to your stator assy. As pictured, kit includes the
following, both coils, condenser, points, wiring, screws, O-ring, oil seal. Unlike other
aftermarket stator kits out there, these were made specially for the K0 so there is no guessing
about what color wire goes where nor are modifications necessary. KO Stator Assembly kit for
"H" model with Hitachi stator assy. Some Stator plates might look a little different in

configuration so we have posted the Center-to-Center dimension of the coils so that you can
match this to your application to make sure that this rebuild kit will work for your stator. Coil,
Stator. This is the ignition side of the stator assy. Bearing, Crankshaft. Bearing, Transmission.
Nut and Washer for Flywheel. HKO - HK1. Clutch Disc Set. KO, and K3 up through Clutch Disc
Set, 3-Disc set, Center disc has friction on both sides, out disc has friction on one side only. K1
and K2 and models also. Gasket for the H model clutch basket. Unique to the manual shift
clutch basket. Seals the through out bearing housing from the clutch basket it self. When you
remove this plate for cleaning of the clutch plate debris, this gasket will almost always get
destroyed. Wiper, Felt oiler for points lubrication pad. Impregnated with lubricant to provide
oiling for the points follower that rides on the centric located on the back side of the flywheel.
This lubricating pad insures that the points follower will not wear down prematurely. Tune up
Kit , CT "H". This kit contains the specially designed condenser for the H model bikes. Top End
Engine rebuild kit , Light kit. This kit is meant for a light top end rebuild with the most
commonly needed items for this job. Piston Kits , First over 0. Piston Kits , Second Over 0.
Piston kit, 3rd over size 0. Piston, rings, wrist pin and clips. CT70 - XR Bore kit, 72cc. The only
reason that we give this kit a "B" rating is because of the markings on the cylinder. The quality
of the bore, cylinder, piston and rings are of "A" rating. Cylinder, Stock 72cc cast iron cylinder.
Stock bore, plug and play. Ignition Timing Rebuild kit. All of the items needed to rebuild your
ignition timing to insure maximum performance level for your motor. Bolt and Sealing Washer
for Cam Roller. Oil Pump Drive Gear. Roller, Cam Chain Tensioner. Arm, Tensioner, for cam
chain roller. Rocker Arm, stock replacement units, manufactured by the same oem supplier for
the vintage Honda pieces. Retainer, Valve Spring. Seat, Valve spring. Installs under the valve
spring to eliminate spring chatter and to prevent wear of the cast surface of the head. All Honda.
Round Cam Sprocket Cover. Bolt, Cam chain tensioner with magnetic pick up. Aluminum
construction , anodized black. Drain Plug and Sealing washer. Right Side Head Cover. Oil Dip
Stick , Billet Aluminum with stainless steel oil filled temp gauge incorporated into the design.
Comes with sealing O-ring to insure an oil tight seal between the gauge and clutch cover. Heavy
duty construction with knurled aluminum barrel for easy installation as well as removal. Oil
Filter Screen. Flywheel Cover , This cover does not have removable cover but will work fine.
Flywheel Cover, with round hole and timing indicator, just like the original. Gasket for Round
Points Cover. Screws for round removable cover on Flywheel Cover. Points Cover , Removable
round cover on Flywheel cover. Exact copy of the earlier covers with the exception of the
verbiage missing above the oil filler hole. This is a Honda cover, not a Chinese copy. Clutch Adj
Cover. H KO-K1. Shift, lever, chrome plated and also includes the shift rubber. Heavy duty high
strength steel, nice chrome plating, exact reproduction of the discontinued Honda shifter.
Shifter, Heel - Toe, old style shifter. Chrome plated and off-set twice as much as the stock
shifter. Shift rubber and anchor bolt comes with assy. Receives a "B" Quality rating. Shifter
rubber, installs on the end of your gear shifter. Honda Motor oil for the vintage 4-stroke motors.
Honda designed this blend for the 4-stroke motors that will not effect the clutch like many of the
synthetics oils on the market. All 4-Stroke. A note about our vintage fasteners. All of the bolts
and many of the nuts are new, manufactured out of our own custom tooling that we had made to
re-produce the correct look of the original vintage markings or sizes. These fasteners are Grade
8 fasteners and are manufactured to ISO specs. Bolt, 6mm x 6mm, vintage marked head, grade
8. Bolt, 6mm x 8mm, vintage marked head, grade 8. Bolt, 6mm x 10mm, vintage marked head,
grade 8. Bolt, 6mm x 12mm, vintage marked head, grade 8. Bolt, 6mm x 16mm, vintage marked
head, grade 8. Bolt, 6mm x 18mm, vintage marked head, grade 8. Bolt, 6mm x 20mm, vintage
marked head, grade 8. Bolt, 6mm x 25mm, vintage marked head, grade 8. Bolt, 6mm x 32mm,
vintage marked head, grade 8. Bolt, 6mm x 36mm, vintage marked head, grade 8. Bolt, 8mm x
16mm, vintage marked head, grade 8. Bolt, 8mm x 20mm, vintage marked head, grade 8. Bolt,
8mm x 25mm, vintage marked head, grade 8. This nut is a special nut that has a larger outside
dimensions especially designed for the hub to rim attachment. We re-tooled and manufactured
all of the vintage hardware for the Honda CT70's as well as the Z50 and all other Vintage Honda
motorcycles. Correct markings on the heads of the bolts, as well as the correct size and
thickness washers and nuts. These are not SAE washers and nuts, they are Japanese washer
and nut which are larger and thicker than the ASE ones that you will find here in the states. The
8mm Nut are uniquely designed and sized to fit properly inside of the CT70 hubs to secure the
rim halves to the hub. If you need to order multiples of this kit or any other length 6mm or 8mm
bolts, please email or phone and we will combine shipping and or put together what you need.
We have a complete line of fasteners with correct head markings in our inventory. All new
fasteners, with correct vintage markings to complete your restoration or simply rebuild your
Vintage Honda motorcycle with the correct fasteners that have not been available for more than
30 years. Early Design. Honda CT70 Wheel fastener kit. All of the correct markings for the 2nd

head design late KO production run on the 8mm bolts. Late Design, KO - Each kit will come with
each fastener marked in the sketches with a exploded view sheet with each fastener marked
with its location for clear and precise location. Kit contains the following: Bolts: 6mm x 6mm,
qty 1 6mm x 8mm, qty 1 6mm x 10mm, qty 13 6mm x 12mm, qty 8 6mm x 16mm, qty 14 6mm x
25mm, qty 1 6mm x 36mm, qty 1 8mm x 16mm, qty 3 8mm x 25mm, qty 2 8mm x 20mm, qty 1
8mm x 25mm, qty 8 Nuts: 6mm, qty 19 6mm, locking, qty 2 8mm, qty 3 8mm, wheel hub, qty 8
Washers: 6mm, qty 33 6mm , locking, qty 29 8mm, qty 3 8mm, locking, qty 16 This is the kit that
we have put together, you the customer, might want to add other items to this kit for your build,
this is meant to be a good starter kit and in many instances it will serve as a complete kit for
your restoration. If you wish to add other items to this kit, you can pick the items from the list of
fasteners listed above. Click the picture listed to the right, for a very view of items included in
this kit. Important Note: Please have your part numbers ready when you order, as well as
verifying all current prices. The motor runs great with your stock Z50 carb or select a carb from
the stock or after-market carbs listed as options on this page. Mounts directly to your stock
mounts but these are 12 volt systems. If you desire to run these motors on your vintage 6-volt
system , you need to make modifications to your stock wiring, please consider this before
purchasing. The motor runs great with your stock CT70 carb or select a carb from the stock or
after-market carbs listed as options on the CT70 page for your stock CT70 motor. Complete
70cc Motor,. The motor runs great with your stock carb or select a carb from the stock or
after-market carbs listed as options on this page for your stock CT70 motor. Complete 88cc
Motor,. The motor runs good with your stock carb or select a 20mm carb kit from the
after-market carbs listed as options on this page. Lifan, is one of the the most reliable motor
manufacture of after-market motors with more than 20 years of experience. This version of the
performance cc motor as comes with the small Outer-Rotor design for light weight and faster
engine acceleration. Kit comes with, CDI ignition controller, 12 volt rectifier, 12 volt ignition coil,
wiring pig-tail, Heavy Duty kick start lever and chrome plated shifter. At the time of purchase,
please let us know what year your bike is and we will make sure that your harness is correct for
your year bike. IF you require a CDI, please look at the kit listed below. Retains the 12 volt
operating voltage of your new motor and allows you to convert your stock 6 volt system over to
a 12 volt operating system, in your CT The battery will fit under your seat but it will not fit inside
of your stock 6 volt battery box. This unit comes stock when you purchase a motor from CHP
Motorsports. Universal unit for almost all of the 12 Volt applications required for the new CDI
motor. Has a 4 gang plug in which is a standard fit for most of the Taiwanese and Chinese
motors as well as other imports. Has a rear flange with hole for mounting unit to frame or other
location. Aluminum housing with locking plug-in receptacle. CHP Motorsports Inc. Back of Tee
shown in picture, front of tee has the small crest CHP logo. This is a totaly new design, never
before printed. OUR bikes in our showroom, we took the picture. This is the first shirt that I have
seen with the entire KO auto family pictured on it. These are some of the nicest T-Shirts that we
have ever produced. Bright colors and cutting edge design. Water based ink so that you the
shirts breathes and the printed area is as soft as the rest of the shirt. This brand of shirt, not
only being the best grade of T-Shirt on the market but also runs a little large os if you normally
wear a X-Large, a large would be a better fit on this brand of shirt. Retail Sales, Parts Design,
Manufacturing, Parts Distribution and Service Center will now be under our new name and logo
as reflected in our new shirts. Comes in Black or Olive Green. Honda Sticker sheet. Large 14" x
20" sheet of printed Honda stickers to match just about any Honda sticker application that you
might have. Printed on a heavy gauge clear vinyl so that you can clear coat these with out issue.
Sheet contains 30 individual stickers from the old classic Honda design to the new Honda Pro
Chemicals and oils design. Filter, In line filter. Elongated cone shaped design that easily fits
between the petcock outlet and carb fuel inlet. Quick inspection, Large capacity, high impact
and resistance to all fuel, E85 Approved. This design incorporates a very fine compressed metal
sintered bronze wire cone shaped filter filtering lose debris, very similar to the mess filter used
on the old Chevy Q-jet carbs back in the muscle cars days. Made in the USA. Flat disc shaped
design for when distance between the carb inlet and petcock nipple are at a premium. This
design incorporates a large flat Stainless steel screen for filtering lose debris. Jet kit, Main jets
78, 80, 82, 85 , for the 20mm Keihin carb. Jet kit, Main jets 88, 90, 92, 95 , for the 20mm Keihin
carb. Jet kit, Main jets 98, , , , for the 20mm Keihin carb. Pilot Jet for the 20mm Keihin carb, Carb
, Twist Grip throttle set up and cable, aluminum intake , fasteners and gaskets. Intake kit for for
26mm Carb set. Right side carb mount. Intake kit for for 20mm Carb set. Privateer Racing ,
Intake for cdi stock head. One end port matched for the CDI heads and the carb end of the
manifold matched to the 20mm carb. This intake bolts right on and requires nothing to get your
bike running really nice. No need for hours of porting work to keep the inlet flow velocity up.
Emgo air filter. Air Filter, Foam element with chrome end caps and rubber mounting spigot and

clamp. CHP Motorsports, Foam. Fits 32mm - 43mm opening. Kitaco pictured but the filter is our
own brand. This allows you mount your manifold and carb in 12 different positions. Throttle
assy, with grips and cable as well as push button kill switch. Fits 20 - 22mm Keihin carbs.
Petcock assy with filter and mounting tab. This remote petcock will mount on your bike and still
give you that fuel cut off for your performance carb set-up. Counter Sprocket, 12 tooth. Counter
Sprocket, 13 tooth. Counter Sprocket, 14 tooth. Counter Sprocket, 16 tooth. Counter Sprocket,
17 tooth. Gold drive chain. This chain will last 10 times longer than your stock chain and is a
must once you bump your horse power. There is no way around this item you will need this with
any performance motor or bike. Footpeg set. Forged Aluminum , anodized and custom
machined aluminum insert. Heavy duty construction, very nice custom touch to your foot peg
assy. Knurled aluminum spring loaded shifter tip 1 inch longer than stock and heavy duty
construction. Shifter, Billet Aluminum adjustable with 2. This shifter is a very high quality piece
that can be adjusted to fit almost anyone's foot or shifter length. Adjustable from 5" to 4. More
than 6" long with 2" of off-set will allow this shifter to be installed on almost any application.
Shifter lever, Aluminum forged with spring loaded tip. Steel hardened insert for securing the
shifter to the spine on the spindle. Shifte lever, Steel , spring loaded tip with rubber molded tip
cover. Heavy duty construction, black finish, splined steel anchor point and securing bolt. The
construction of these mirrors is nice but some of the paint finish is not the best with some signs
of shelf wear. If you are painting your bike, these very easily scuff and paint to match your bike
color. We have priced these accordingly and there are no return or refunds for these items. If
you do not have a threaded location on your handle bars, these mirrors will not attach, please
make a note of this before ordering. Our billet drain plug has been machined with pre-drilled
holes for your safety wire anchor as well as the strongest magnet on the market. Collects and
debris that might be suspended in our oil system, thus eliminating the possibility of motor
damage to vital moving parts. Magnetic strength, strong enough to easily suspend a shift drum.
Kick start lever, Non -OE. Nice kick start lever with swivel action to lock into place for kick
starting your motor. Comes with securing bolt and kick start rubber installed. Receives our "B"
Quality rating. High Performance clutch spring set for your stock Auto clutch. Replaces your
weak stock OEM springs wit more than double the spring rate. This is a must for any
performance application where more clutch resistance is needed, i. The muffler incorporates
and removable baffle with exit diameter of the 0. Chrome plated design, chrome plated hanger
with rubber isolation, billet mount for your rear shock as well as 2 stainless steel springs to
secure the muffler and pipe units together. Incorporates similar design as the the Kitaco P69,
and half the price. Some modifications will be required if you run your stock skid plate, this
plate will need to be trimmed. Oil, Honda GN4 motor oil. Honda specifically designed this oil for
your small 4 - stroke motor. ALL 72cc 6-volt motors. High quality Japanese High revving piston,
short skirt design. Big Bore Kit, 85cc. Cylinder, Piston, Rings, Pin and clips. Bore Kit, 88cc CHP.
Aluminum CHP 52mm cylinder, High compression aluminum piston for your stock CT70 head,
wrist pin, cir-clips, piston rings and a complete top end gasket set. Bolt on performance for your
stock CT70, unmatched price and quality. Complete 88cc Performance bore for your 6-volt
motors. Kit comes with all of the items shown in the picture, Privateer Race head with 22mm
Exhaust and 25mm Intake as well as the famous Roller bearing Privateer Race cam and proper
cam sprocket. Matching 20mm carb and performance aluminum intake, gaskets and mounting
hardware as well as a high flow foam air filter. The heart of the bore kit is our Privateer High
compression piston and Japanese aluminum cylinder manufactured from the same company
that produces all of the Kitaco products. A complete gasket set is also included making this one
of the most complete and best bangs for the buck. From the people who know performance and
answer the phone with any of your tech questions all day long, CHP! You will need to use your
stock tappet adjusters screws and jam nuts as well as modify the right side head cover of your
old 6-volt head. We do sell a new right head cover at an additional cost, if you do not want to
modify your existing cover. Complete 88cc performance package. By popular demand we have
teamed up the best of the best for your vintage CT70 hop up. With team of performance parts
we have already done all of the homework for you matching up the best of the best. Plug-N-Play
performance kit. Installing this pipe will require some trimming of the skid plate You will need to
use your stock tappet adjusters screws and jam nuts as well as modify the right side head cover
of your old 6-volt head. KO- Can be used with the performance bore kits listed above. If you
would like to exchange this unit for the one listed in the kits above, please ask your sales rep
about this at the time of your order. This unit is nice for the CT70s because of the addition of the
petcock incorporated into the fuel bowl, elimintaes the need for a remote petcock. This is a
must for any Big Bore Kit installation. If you do not understand where or what this orifice is,
please ask at the time of your order. Taps for Oil cooler lines, for the Takegawa Super Head.
This kit is a must for your high performance high revving motors. Relieves pressure from high

RPM's and saves all of your motor oil seals. Takegawa, Vent cap with rotating tap for clutch
cover. Privateer Racing Oil Cooler Kit. Extra Thick unit measuring 1. Super strong mounting as
well as lines, quick release spring clips, steel taps and sealing brass washers and high
efficiency cooling oil tap for all stock Honda Based heads as well as Kitaco heads. Aluminum
Cooler dimension 1. Heavy Duty construction including a rock guard as well as rigid mount
bracket that attaches to the intake bolts making for a very clean installation. Billet aluminum
anodized red banjo fittings, right side head cover oil tap, gasket, oil lines and clamps. Kit comes
with everything that you need for installation, compact and clean at a very low cost. Braided
stainless steel lines, Billet aluminum anodized red banjo fittings, right side head cover oil tap,
gasket and clamps. This kit uses a thick fiber head gasket. Privateer Racing , Performance valve
spring set. A must for any performance engine, to eliminate valve float. Takegawa Valve Spring
set. This performance valve spring set will help eliminate that valve float with your stock XR50
valve springs. Kitaco , Special Valve Spring Retainer set for heavy duty valve springs. Cam
Chain, Reinforced for high rpm range. Ensures that you will not have any stretch and loss of
power due to timing variations. This cam is more suited for the weekend racer that still wants to
really nice Mid-Range and High Range performance without going full race. Privateer Racing
Performance Cam. Good performance band from 5, - 8, RPM Range. All CDI Motors. These are
universal risers and can be sued with almost any application. Triple Clamp with Knobs. Heavy
duty construction, Billet Aluminum with Billet aluminum knobs. Precision made clamp with
removable bar mounts. If you are building a custom bike with one of the hydraulic front ends
and still want to retain your fold down bars, this is the missing link that you would need. The
mounting parameters are listed in the picture. Hydraulic front Suspension. Inverted front forks,
SILVER fork tubes, billet aluminum triple clamps, billet aluminum front hub for your stock 10"
CT70 rims as well as a speed-o drive with speed cable and Hydraulic front brake assy. This unit
will also come with a steering bearing upgrade to give that bike bike feel. Unit will come with
shipping oil installed and will require additional oil to operate properly. The top triple clamps
comes ready for use with conventional handle bars or can be modified to work with the stock
fold down CT70 bars and stock front CT70 fender. The front end kit shown in the picture was
installed by Darrel Gunderson on one of his custom creations with a modified CT70 K1 handle
bar holder to adapt to the top mount to retain that vintage look. If you are after a nice
performance up-grade for your stock suspension, this is the nicest that we have run across.
Very heavy duty construction , nice ride and feel as well as handling and a brake that will stop
you on a dime. Seal kit for hydraulic front suspension, Item C Kit contains both seals for
rebuilding or replacing leaking or worn out seals. CT70 Aluminum swing arm. Nice aluminum
construction. Comes with the stock bushings that are used on the original swing arm design.
Kit also includes a steel brake strut as well as both rear shock mounting bolts, longer rear axle
and locking nut and rear wheel adjusters. Swing arm, Aluminum, Braced. Kit includes swing
arm, rear brake strut and spacer, rear axle with rear wheel adjusters and locking nut as well as
lower rear shock mounting bolts. We have these rear shocks reproduced and updated a bit for a
more improved ride, improved valving as well as a little higher spring rate, better suited for the
adult rider. Striking similar to your original equipment, bolt on and go. Shock set, Rear, mm
Aluminum machined body with Chrome plated spring, Adjustable pre-load settings. Comes with
pre-load adjuster wrench as well as large bushing for other applications with larger shock
mount perch. Individual length of a set of shock should be determined by the customer to his or
her application. CHP Motorsports does not know the correct length for your application as each
application is unique. Shocks listed on this page may or may not fit your specific application,
this will need to be determined by the customer. These are the same shock as the P but
incorporates the piggy back look, remote canister is not functional and is solely added for a
design appearance. Adjustable pre-load settings. Heavy duty construction designer for the adult
rider. If you are looking for a performance set of rear shocks these are the best units that we
have run across for the cost. Adjustable pre-load settings as , remote canister is not functional
and is solely added for a design appearance. Adjustable pre-load settings, remote canister is
not functional and is solely added for a design appearance. Aluminum machined body with
Black springs, Adjustable re-load settings. Shock Set, Rear mm Chrome body with chrome
springs. Heavy duty construction built for the adult rider. Headlight Brackets, Billet Aluminum,
45mm clamp. Beautifully machined billet aluminum headlight brackets. Headlight Bracket, billet
aluminum. Clamp opening allows forks from 26mm up to 30mm. Swivel pivot point mounting for
headlight assy. Heavy duty construction with nice aesthetics. Headlight brackets for 43mm 44mm. Light weight construction and inexpensive. Aluminum construction cost effective.
Aluminum rims for the stock CT70 hubs. Kit includes all of the hardware to bolt your rim halves
together, not including the hardware for bolting rims to hubs. The exact same size as your stock
rim set but Chrome plated for the stock CT70 hubs. These are very cost effective rims, less than

the price of the Honda painted rims. These rims are not show quality chrome plating but they
are nice rims for the money. If you are after show quality rims, these will not be show quality
and purchase them accordingly. Cast aluminum, 12 inch , machined to precise dimensions. This
one-piece rim set bolt directly to your stock CT70 hub. Really nice dress up piece, heavy duty
construction and no worries about splitting rims sets any longer or rust. This tire is the perfect
size for the smaller bikes with 10" rims, stamped wide but actually measures closer to a wide,
nice wide updated tread design, Ideal for the smaller bikes. Tire, Shinko 10" Performance tire.
Aggressive tread design that can be used as a tubeless design or with a tube with your two
piece rim set. Nice performance tire for street riding while still offering light off-road riding.
Medium soft compound delivering good adhesion for the aggressive rider as well as the
every-day cruising. These rims are shown below with tires mounted. Aggressive tire tread
design, 4-ply rated nylon carcass. Very good adhesion compound for aggressive street riding or
performance riding. Manufactured by the same company that delivers the best Pit-Bike MX tire,
quality at an economical price. Grab Bar KIT for frame. CHP Motorsports has now improved on
the Honda design and now offers our heavier gauge construction, solid bar, as well as TRIPLE
PLATE chrome, nicer and stronger than Honda at less expensive price and we have now added
the period correct marked 6mm bolts and flat washer for complete installation. This handle
gives a nice handle for loading or just moving the CT70 around with out grabbing the seat pan
and then breaking the pan. These were standard issue on the ST70 over-seas. Bolts into
existing frame mounting holes in your frame. This is not a cheap copy of the original Honda, our
engine guard is manufactured from our exclusive tooling and you will not find this anywhere
else. Higher quality manufacturing than the original Honda product, vastly superior
construction as well as plating. No cheap Chinese copies here, Check out the details on this
item. Correct stamped holes in the plate with the lips from drawing in correct stamp tooling,
NOT a laser cut flat plate with no lips. Correct spacers and stiffeners on the plate for correct
mounting and strength. There is nothing cheap about this item. All of the correct ridges and
details. As you can see in the attached pics, there is some nickel showing in the flat plate area
due to low current density area associated with similar surfaces. This is a very common issue
with large chrome plated pieces but once installed on your bike , none of this is visible. Both
outside rails are beautiful and perfect with no showing. You can not have your old guard
re-chromed for the cost of this new item. Heavy gauge construction as well as chrome plating
Our luggage racks are reproduced exactly like the originals and will fit on all models with out
blinkers, KO through K3. Attached to the upper rear shock mounts as well as the taillight
bracket mounting point on the rear fender. KO - K3. Official Honda Shop Manual ,. This is the
manual that your local Honda dealer had for working on your bike. You will not find a more
complete and detailed manual, pages. This manual will cover all of the general maintenance
items for your bike as simple as adjusting your brakes to as complicated as rebuilding your
transmission. Exploded views of almost everything dealing with maintenance on your bike. If
you are having a hard time locating a good or reliable shop to work on your bike, this manual
will give you all of the needed information to perform these task yourself. KO through Front
fender. Chrome plated and heavy duty construction. Nice alternative to the OEM Honda fender.
The plating is as nice as the Honda and has the same rolled bead on the sides. There might be a
little plating variances at the mounting point but is hidden once in stalled on the bike. We have
given this fender a "B" quality rating as some of the welds are not as nice as the Honda but for
the price , it is a nice alternative. Rear fender. The plating is as nice as the Honda. Has the same
design feature of a rolled raised rib on the sides. Chrome plated and nice rider quality fender set
at a very reasonable price. We have given these fenders a "B" quality rating. Please see the
description of each fender listed above for more information. Taillight bracket, Chrome plated.
This item is completely new out of new tooling and is not a taillight bracket off of another bike,
made to fit your CT70 KO. You can not re-chrome your original bracket for the price of this item.
Finished off with very nice triple plate chrome with small signs of the spot welds just like the
original Honda bracket, ready to bolt on and go to finish your restoration. Sticker, Battery drain
line instruction applied to the taillight bracket. Grommet for taillight assy, 3 required to mount
the taillight bracket to the frame as well as the rear fender. Item C is also required to insure a
proper fit. Please see attached picture for proper assembly. Spacer Sleeve, steel 3 required.
This spacer insures that once the taillight bracket has been securely fastened, the grommets
will remain in place and do not extrude under the clamping pressure from the mounting
hardware. Fits between the taillight bracket and the rear fender. Has been discontinued for more
than 20 years but no longer. We have re-manufactured this item from our own tooling and now
you can install the correct grommet in this location and have the proper fit. Highest of quality
injection molded neoprene rubber. Sticker, Speedometer Over-Lay. High quality vinyl sticker
over-lay to restore the face of your 3-Speed CT70 Speedo unit. Molded Rubber Trim ring for

speedometer face. This was never a separate item that could be ordered from Honda, it only
came with your original Speedometer. Injection molded, high quality, slips around chrome ring
of speedo. Stickers, Main body set. Per-production stickers, manufactured on high grade vinyl.
Mounted on the steering head of frame. You will need to supply your own fasteners to attach
this back on your steering head tube. Silver Tag, I. Tag for early CT70 KO. Silk screened on 0.
This item can be used on any of the CT70's for the I. Manufactured in the USA, not a cheap foil
sticker. Like all of the CHP products, your money back guarantee. The picture used is a low
resolution picture and is meant to show the general design of our reproduction main body
sticker. Main Body stickers manufactured from high grade vinyl so that you can apply a clear
coat over these sticker and they will not lift or bubble. K1 "H". These stickers are manufactured
from the same material as the rest of our stickers so that they can be clear coated if desired.
Main Body Stickers for the CT Comes in sets, High grade vinyl, so that they can be clear coated
if desired. Decal is on a foil substrate. Spring for Kick Stand. Kick Stand and spring, CT70, steel
powder coated black, spring anchor location is not the same as OE. Dust Seal for steering stem
to keep containments out of the steering bearings. Washer, thrust for dust seal. Installs on the
bottom on the steering stem. These NEW Reproduction fork extensions are absolutely beautiful
with triple chrome plating. These are not a fork extension found on a Chinese copy cat bike;
these are NEW from our own tooling and are much nicer than the original Honda Fork
extensions. This item has been discontinued from Honda for more than 25 years, so now you
can purchase this new set for less than it would cost to re-chrome plate one leg. No more bent
fork extension and sticking front end, brand new and beautiful. As always with CHP Motorsports
products, satisfaction guaranteed. Fork Guide Bushing. Piston Slide for front fork extension.
Item 26 and this item elminate your fork extension wobble. Nice aluminum fork cap, completely
finished machined to correct dimensions. We give this item a B rating only because of the
surface finish that does not match the surface finish of the Honda part. This part can be sanded
with a scotch bright pad to match the satin finish on the Honda item if desired. Nice piece for a
fair price. Seal, Fork. This seal fits inside of the fork cap, shown above, and provides a seal to
insure that no contaminates will enter your fork tubes and cause premature wearing of your fork
guide bushing. Also provides a seal to maintain the grease inside of the fork tubes. Boot and
Aluminum Cap set. We have sourced a set of re-production Fork boots as well as the Aluminum
Fork caps and put them together for you in one set at one low price. The only noticeable
difference between these items and original Honda is the number of bellows on the fork boots.
Honda has 10 and these boots have Trim Ring, front fork. We have re-manufactured this item
out of billet aluminum. Beautiful high luster finish, much higher quality than the original Honda
item. Fork Boot. Tank, Fuel, Steel Honda. New Honda fuel tank to replace your old and rusted
unit. Comes with both the Main feed line and reserve line make ups. Sealed from the Factory.
Honda molded rubber mount. Fits between the fuel tank and frame housing on your CT K all
steel tanks. Grommet , Filler Neck. The plastic tanks were usually manufactured in the first year
of production or the KO models. Tank Bracket, Top. CT70 KO - CT70 K1 - Vintage designed axle
with round head. Axle, Nut and cotter pin Kit. Includes vintage designed axle with round head
and crimp nut as well as front wheel spacer. Includes vintage designed axle, castle nut and
cotter pin, new CHP axle spacers as well as your rear wheel adjusting hardware. Includes
vintage designed axle, castle nut and cotter pin as well as new CHP front wheel spacer. Axle,
Rear. Machined axle that more closely matched the original look of the Vintage axle that was
original used on your CT70, with the small barrel head on one end of the axle. This nut
configuration is designed to be used on the axles without the hole drilled in the threaded
portion of the axle. Nut, Axle, Castle design, used on the rear axles on the OEM designed axles
with the hole for the cotter pin. Seal , Front Wheel bearings. Seal, Rear wheel. Seals off your
wheel bearings from outside contaminates. Top Frame Moulding, Chrome plated with mounting
clips incorporated on the bottom side. Remove seat bracket and the piece presses right into
place. Rear Wheel Adjuster, After-market. Heavy gauge construction, comes with flat washer
and locking washer as well as securing nut. Does not have the small tick mark for alignment like
the Honda. Rear Wheel Adjuster, Honda. Chain Guard, Black. Horn Button now with the correct
light green wire as Honda originally called out for in the wiring diagram. Grommet , for the
headlight leads through the frame. Sheathing, Grey, 2-wire vinyl grey sheasheathingting to
in-case your wiring on your vintage bike. Please click the picture for a larger view of the
sheathing to show the external measurement of the casing. Sheathing, Grey, 3-wire vinyl grey
sheating to in-case your wiring on your vintage bike. Please click the picture for a larger view of
the sheating to show the external measurement of the casing. You receive enough to replace
your sheathing from your main body grommet to your headlight, approx 18". Key Cap , Rubber
cover over key. This key cap will not fit the C key that comes with this switch unless you cut the
head of the key down to resemble the original key. Fit the original Honda keys. This is one of the

best reproduction items on the market. The attention to detail and exacting quality, make this
item a must for any restoration or fix up. Socket, Light, Illuminating for Speedo. Two wire
socket, 6 VOLT bulb, rubber socket cover and metal socket clip, located under rubber boot, to
lock light assy in place. This assy is used for illumination of the instrument or can be used for
any application requiring a two wire set up. Single wire socket, 6 VOLT bulb, rubber socket
cover and metal socket clip, located under rubber boot, to lock light assy in place. This assy is
used for indicating when the high beam portion of your head light is in operation. Headlight
Lead Hold Down Bracket. Grommet , Upper shock mount. Grommet , Lower shock mount.
Grommet , Body. Reflector , on front forks. This is the small version, measuring around 1.
Incorporates a threaded member on the back side of the reflector to allow this item to be
attached tot he forks. Reflector, Non-OE , on front forks. We have sourced a very high quality
small version of the this reflector so that you have a economical choice to the OEM. This
version, measuring around 1. Reflector Base. Reflector , Large version, on front forks. Honda
has now discontinued this item so we had these reflectors re-manufactured from the supplier of
the Honda units with all of the same features of the Honda. Aluminum backing, threaded stud on
the rear of the reflector and same reflective design of the front. This new item is as close as you
get without having the original, once installed you can not tell the difference. Large version ,
measures 2. Also incorporates a threaded member on the back side to allow for attachment to
the forks. The backing section of this item in high impact molded plastic. Please see the
attached pictures of a comparison of the discontinued Honda reflector and this item. This is as
close as we could find to substitute for the Honda reflector. It is not exact but it is a good
alternative since the Honda version is no longer available. This is the large version of this base
that matches with the C65 reflector shown above. Large aluminum heat sink with correct color
coded wires for direct plug in to existing wiring harness, up dated design with more precise
wave clipping and cleaner conversion for your AC current to DC. Durable and reliable, not like
the delicate originals. Relay, turn signal with mounting rubber mounts. Rectifier, Silicon.
Replaces your old Selenium rectifier with modern technology. More precise wave clipping and
cleaner DC voltage for your charging system. CHP Motorsports replacement item, high quality
at a reduced price. Ignition Coil. Honda quality at aftermarket prices. Please look at item C for an
alternative. Holder, fuse, for the 7amp stock fuse. Comes with the spring and terminal end as
shown in picture. Will not come with anything other than what is pictured. Cap, fuse. Threads on
to item Battery , dry. These batteries are Vintage batteries that we found in a warehouse find in
dry storage and have never been activated. Manufacture by Nippon, the original manufacture for
all of the Honda batteries. Sealed battery. This battery is really nice. First the battery is sealed
so you will never have acid leaking out of the battery from over-charge or any other reason and
with double the amps, all of your accessaries work twice as good. The horn honks loud at idle
as well as the lights operating at peak efficiency at idle. You can charge this battery with a
conventional battery trickle charge unit, unlike the stock unit with out the danger of
over-charging and disabling your unit. This unit will last more than 3 times as long as your
stock unit and fits perfectly in your stock battery box. Battery comes with terminal ends that
you install on your existing battery harness, see picture. This is one of the nicest and cheapest
up-grades for your vintage CT70 on the market. KO, K1, K2. Battery does have a dry charge and
once you install acid, you will have a fully charged battery , ready for operation. Grommet, for
battery box. Liner, Battery. Battery strap, Non-OE. Precision manufactured out of our new
tooling. Fits perfect, higher quality finish and less expensive than Honda. Size x Tire, Shinko
Trail Wing. Shinko, one of the best manufactures of tires has now released their copy of the
Bridgestone Trail Wing design at a reduced price. Very similar to the Bridgestone with a little bit
of a reduced price. If you are not building a point restored bike, these tires might be your best
option for replacement tires, Size x Rim Half, Left. Rim Half, Right side with hole for air stem
from tube. We have a complete line of fasteners with correct head markings in our inventory
and will very soon be offering a complete restoration kit for the CT70 KO and K1 bikes. These
are heavy duty tubes manufactured in India, extremely durable, tough and long lasting. You will
not find a thicker wall tube or a more durable tube on the market for the price. CT70 K Switch,
Rear brake. This is the exact same switch as the Honda switch that we have been able to source
directly from the same manufacture that makes the Honda switch. Switch , Rear Brake. This
switch will work on most all Honda's with a rear brake light switch with two wires an a
adjustable nut to secure the switch in place. This is an aftermarket switch, nice construction but
the connection wires are about 2 inches shorter than the Honda unit. You might need to extend
the wires to make this switch work for your application as well as change the terminal ends to
match up. Spring, Rear Brake Pedal return. Spring, Rear brake light switch. Mirror, After-market.
Chrome plated 8" mirror with a 4" diameter viewing area with a 8mm threaded mounting anchor.
This unit can be used on either right or left application. The pictures show both side of the

mirror for details but the mirrors are sold separately, price is for one unit, not a set. Headlight
Sealed Beam. This is a nice alternative for the Honda sealed beam assy. Now you can purchase
this headlight assy and it will fit in your headlight bucket with the same mounting points as your
sealed beam trim had. K1 - Stator Plug Repair Kit. Stator Lead Grommet , fits in side case of
engine. Headlight Bulb, 6-volt, dual element. Replacement bulb for item 47 when you have
converted your bike over to a 12 VOLT system. Taillight Bulb. Blinker Bulb, 6-Volt 18W, single
filament bulb, Stanley. K3 - Replacement bulb for the above speedo sockets. Used in many
applications like the high beam indicator as well as speedo instrument bulbs. Headlight assy,
will work for CT70 KO. This unit mounts in the stock CT70 KO headlight bucket and looks
almost exactly the same as the stock unit. If you do not have your stock headlight Bezel, this is
your only other option. Nice after-market headlight assy, chrome headlight bezel as well as a
high impact plastic headlight lens just like all of the modern cars on the rode today. If you need
a DUPLEX terminal end, please let us know and we will provide one for you so that you can
install it yourself. Pig Tail Socket , Headlight. Exact reproduction including the duplex plug-in as
well as the rubber molded weather shield. Dimmer switch and mounting screw, Stock
replacement that looks just like your original vintage switch with the correct grey sheathing. We
have had this switch re-produced so that you no longer need to replace the black sheathing
with the correct color coded grey. Dimmer switch, stock replacement. Switch, Blinker and Horn.
Left and Right actuation as well as the Horn button all incorporated into one switch. Socket,
Reflector with spring loaded fixture for bulb as well as extra long lead connector for multiple
applications. High quality reflector surface with heavy duty mounting bracket for correct
mounting and proper fitment. Manufactured new from our own tooling. Covers Honda part
number , Blinker case, Stanley Honda, metal case, chrome plated. This is the case only, no
electrical, no light socket, no hardware. Lens, Blinker, Honda. Gasket, Blinker lens, Honda. OEM
Honda blinker lens gasket. Screw, Blinker lens, Honda. OEM Honda screw to secure your
blinker lens. Lens, Taillight. Why pay extra for the Honda lens when this is the same product?
Taillight lens. This lens requires 3 x 55mm long screws to secure it in place. Taillight assy,
Complete with bulb, chrome plated metal backing plate as well as mounting screws. Taillight
assy mounting hardware kit. Kit includes the correct grommet, sleeve, washer and 5mm bolt to
secure the taillight to the taillight bracket. Packing gasket for taillight assy. Fits between your
taillight assy and taillight bracket to reduce vibration and secure taillight assy for proper
operation. Discontinued for more than 20 years but no longer, we have re-manufactured this
item out of our own tooling, highest of quality injection molded nitrile rubber. Taillight Assy ,
aftermarket. Heavy duty construction, very nice chrome plating on the backing plate as well as
exact reproduction taillight lens. These are Vintage taillight assemblies and one look you can
see the quality of this piece. High quality piece at a bargain price. Taillight lens, requires 4 x
55mm long screws to secure this item in place. Taillight Lens , aftermarket. High quality
aftermarket lens, the exact same lens that is used in the complete taillight assy listed above.
Precision molded vintage lens with all of the molded in reflective surfaces as the Honda lens at
less than half price. You will not be disappointed in the quality of this lens. Comes with a nice
molded lens and stamped metal backing plate with the CORRECT mounting hole location to
allow of mounting directly to your stock taillight bracket for the Z50 K model. Also includes the
mounting bolts and 6-volt bulb. This unit is pictured with the steel backing plate but as you can
see in the picture the mounting holes are located in the incorrect place for mounting on a Z50 or
CT70, so this unit is being sold for the lens only and is priced accordingly. You can drill and tap
new holes in this backing plate, but this unit is sold as it is and it will not bolt up to your taillight
bracket properly in current form. If you want Honda quality buy item 49 not this item. Taillight
Assy , After-market. Unit has a clear red lens with the round reflector molded in the rear portion
of the lens and clear section on the rounded bottom for the license plate illumination. The
backing plate on this unit is Injection molded high impact plastic and unlike it 93 this unit bolts
up directly to your stock bracket. As you can see in the picture , this unit has a floating ground
wire, due to the plastic backing plate, as well as your two normal leads for your brake light and
taillight.. Once again, this is not Honda quality but if you need a cheap quick fix, this might fit
the bill for you, if not, you might want to look at item This lens requires 2 x 50mm screws to
secure it in place. Packing, Gasket between the taillight assy and the taillight bracket. Taillight
Gasket. Screw for taillight lens, 50mm long. Screw for taillight lens, 55mm long. Instrument
Bulbs, located in your speedometer. Used for neutral indicator as well as high beam and gauge
illumination, all the same bulb. Speedo Drive Gear. Seal, for speed-o gear. Nice replacement
speedometer that looks very close to the original OEM Honda design. Bezel is a Chrome high
impact plastic, other than this detail, this replacement unit is remarkably close to the original
unit. Speedometer comes with the new gasket for installation as well as all of the correct
terminal ends to attach to your existing wiring harness. Seal, Injection molded Rubber

Speedometer seal. Perfect reproduction of the original Honda Speedometer rubber seal between
the speedo and the headlight bucket. This seal is not like the other reproductions on the market
that are molded round and you need to make them fit. Our rubber seal is molded in the proper
shape is manufactured specifically for this application and nothing else. Headlight bucket
mounting hardware kit. If you are missing the hardware for both sides, then you will need TWO
of these kits for installation. This is one of the nicest headlight buckets that you will find, as
nice and as well manufactured as the Honda unit. This item receives are "A" rating for quality,
meaning as good or better than Honda. This kits contains the same headlight bucket that we are
also selling alone but this kit includes a nice after-market headlight assy as well. The headlight
assy has a nice chrome headlight bezel as well as a high impact plastic headlight lens just like
all of the modern cars on the rode today. Headlight Bucket, Candy Emerald Green. Injection
molded high impact plastic with aluminum spacers at mounting point to insure that the bucket
will not crack when installed. These are nice rider quality buckets with a "B" rating. We give
these a B rating because of the paint coverage on the aluminum spacers and minor
imperfections in the paint. Headlight Bucket, Candy Topaz Orange. Here is an alternative to the
Honda headlight bucket and is a good quality piece. Injection molded plastic unit and once you
have your instruments installed, you would be hard pressed to tell the difference between this
unit and the Honda Bucket. There is some trimming required to fit your headlight assy into this
bucket. The molded shell at the headlight opening is a little thicker than the Honda and some
very light trimming will be required. Bucket shown with speed-o installed for demonstration
only, you are only buying the bucket, no speed-o or gasket. Muffler Kit. Muffler, Guard, screws
and clamp, packing and both headpipe shields and screws. Nice quality. Comes in the Honda
box ready to bolt on. No longer available from your local Honda dealer. Please note, if your
stock Honda muffler has an offset bend in the rear mounting bracket, you will need to add item
C96 to your order to insure proper fitment on your bike. Muffler kit. Complete aftermarket
muffler kit for your CT70 K Kit includes the muffler, muffler guard, head pipe shield, lower
mounting bracket and lower muffler guard packing. Chrome plated muffler guard as well as the
head pipe shield with chrome muffler and welded in baffle. This is not a Honda muffler kit but
for the money this is a nice cheap alternative. This item receives our "C" Quality rating, of rider
quality. Protector, muffler , CHP Motorsports has now reproduced this item to the original
design that Honda manufactured from through This new item is not a copy off of a Chinese bike
that is made to look correct, this is a completely new piece produced from new tooling. Heavy
gauge construction, exacting detail and triple plate chrome with the black out applied to the
correct area, makes this item perfect for your restoration of the daily driver. You can not
re-chrome plate your old piece for the cost of this unit. Money back guarantee. Protector,
muffler. Please see the lower picture for comparison of this item with the Honda version.
Insulation Washer for muffler guard screws. Stay, Muffler. Lower mounting bracket for your
Muffler assy. This mount anchors the lower end of your muffler to the upper motor mount,
securing and preventing the muffler from bending and damage. Lower muffler stay spacer.
Acorn Nut for rear shocks, 8mm on the muffler spacer. Acorn Nut 10mm on the other 3
locations. Spacer , Muffler rear mount. Split ring exhaust spacers. Packing , front mount of
guard. Clamp , Muffler guard. Stud Kit, Exhaust, 2-Studs, 2-Nuts. Stencil , "Honda" for back of
seat. Two very light coats of spray dye really give that original Honda look to the covers. Seat
Foam , Cast , We have removed the holes in the bottom to more better suit the weight of Adults.
CHP Complete Seat, reproduction. The only seat cover and seat on the market that has all of the
correct features, pleating design, pleat spacing, stenciling of the HONDA name, as well as
HEAVY duty cover, manufactured from the heaviest gauge vinyl available for long life and
durability. The seat pan is manufactured from our own tooling and is of the highest quality and
clearly stamped with our CHP logo. Heavier gauge material than the original Honda to insure
longer life and better durability. If you do not see our logo stamped in the pan, this is not our
seat and is more than likely one of the very cheap copies. Like all of the CHP items, your
satisfaction is guaranteed, if you don't like it, simply return it in the exact same condition as it
was when it left our facility for a refund. Seat Cover with Ironed Seams , just like the original.
This cover is as close to the original as you can get, absolutely beautiful.. Comes silk-screened
with the Honda Logo. We have now added a vapor barrier to the seat cover to prevent moisture
from leaking through the cover and saturating your foam and thus causing the foam to
deteriorate. You will not be disappointed. Seat Foam , Injection Molded of high density foam
better suite for the adult rider. Manufactured to not break down under heavier loads. The same
foam that is used in the C Seat assy. A nice sample of a reproduction seat that is ready to bolt
on your bike and go. Heat pressed seat cover with the similar design to the original seat from
K1 through K3 but the over-all shape of the seat looks like the seats all of the way up to the
model bikes. Stamped seat pan as well as the metal trim piece along the bottom of the seat.

Nice tight fit between the cover and the foam with heavy duty foam designed for the adult rider.
This seat is essentially hand made and virtually all of the pieces of this unit are hand made so
there are some irregularities with the stamping of the seat pan and the hand made stainless
steel trim piece around the seat but still a very nice piece and I do not think that this seat quality
can be matched for the price anywhere. As always we try to be completely honest with a
description of all of the parts that we sell on our web site, as we are after satisfied customers.
K1 through K3. Seat Cover, K1 Through K3 with heat pressed seams. Reproduction seat cover
for the K3 through K3 design with the checker board design including the Honda logo installed
on the rear panel of the cover. This is the exact same cover that is installed on the C Complete
Seat and can be seen in the item above. Please make sure that you understand, this is the cover
only, not the seat and not the trim piece. Trim piece, Stainless Steel. Bead rolled stainless
beauty ring installs around the lower edge of the seat as seen on the K1 through model CT70
bikes. This is a hand made item and as with any hand made piece, there some irregularities but
still a nice piece. Has a bead rolled design and comes with 7 fasteners that slip into the trim ring
and then anchor the piece to the seat assy.. Nice thing about the design is it is manufactured
from stainless steel and small imperfections and scratches can be buffed out for years to come.
This is a very hard item to locate to finish off your complete seat. This is the exact same item
that is installed on the complete seat assy C shown above. CT70 K4 TO complete seat. Heat
pressed seat cover with the similar design to the original seat from K4 through Hinge Assy, for
the seat. Seat Stud set, chrome plated studs with a split tail design. Insert through your seat
cover and then spread the tail and they are secured. Rubber Bumper, under seat. This bumper
ensures that your seat pan sits at the proper height and does not allow the seat pan to rub
directly on the top of your frame. Isolates the the seat from the vibrations of the frame and
motor. Spring , tool pouch retainer. Tool Kit , After-Market in black plastic pouch. Kit contains 3
wrenches, pliers, spark plug socket, two screw driver ends and handle as well as the breaker
bar for the spark plug socket. All of the tools are of good quality but the smallest wrench is a
stamped piece and not forged like the other two larger wrenches. These are Vintage original
Honda wrenches that you would have received in your tool kit for your Honda when your
vintage bike was new from the dealer. Impact Driver set, 5 pc. Heavy duty Impact Driver and 4
hardened tips. Reversible handle with knurled surface for non slip grip. Set comes with high
impact resistant case for storage. Gloves , Pair, Permatex nitrile heavy duty hand protection.
Great for use when doing any motor work or maintenance on your bike. Flywheel puller. Jet
cleaner , This is a must when rebuilding your carb. Clearance Gauge 0. Coil Tester. A must for
checking for that weak ignition coil. Circuit Tester. This is the one best tool to have for checking
all of your electrical
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problems, including magneto coils. Wrench for slotted spanner nuts, on your handle bars and
steering head stem. This wrench fits all slotted nuts from 32mm up to mm. Takegawa rod
holder. This is one of the the most handy tools that we use when rebuilding our motors. This
slides over your connecting rods and holds it in place as you tear the motor down. Complete set
includes 3 size of retainer cups, 25mm, 23mm and 19mm. This tool set comes with two length of
cup holding stem, long 90mm and the short version already installed in the clamp, 50mm. These
threaded cup holders come with spring loaded ball bearing locking feature to securely fix each
size retainer cup while in use. Manufactured from high temper steel, heat treated and carburized
as well as neatly designed high impact molded plastic carrying case. Tappet Adj. Chain Break
tool. This is a must for custom cutting and of your chains. Our chains are now link and cutting
your chain is a must now, and this tool make quick work of it.

